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Some Important Questions with Answer in PC Package BCA Semester 

– I 

Q. Differentiate between the following:- 

(1) Excel File and Word File 

(2) A Table drawn in MS-Word and a table drawn in MS-Excel sheet. 

Ans:- (1) The 10 differences between Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel are as follows: 

(a) Microsoft Word is a word processing application whereas Microsoft Excel is a 

spreadsheet.   

(b) Microsoft Word is used for writing essays or letters while  Microsoft Excel is used for 

drafting of documents which contains a quite a number of data which is required to 

be presented in a tabular form. 

(c) We can insert Microsoft Excel tables into a Microsoft Word document but no other 

way around. 

(d) Word possesses advanced formatting abilities which are not present in Excel. 

(e) In an Excel sheet we can customise formulas and equations which is not possible in 

Word. 

(f) Excel does not have the facility of checking grammatical mistake which the Word has. 

(g) They both display different menu options. 

(h) Excel can copy things in more ways than Word does. 

(i) Excel is involved in more database activities such as filtering with criteria than Word. 

(j) Excel helps in putting in use what if analysis and statistical analysis. 

Ans:- (2)  When to Use a Word Table 

Paragraphs with a lot of words: When you need to use several words or sentences for a single 

segment, using a Word table is the easiest way to enter text. You have the flexibility of making 

each row as high as you want, and you can even add bullets or indents within each cell. 

Creating forms: Many forms require customized layouts for each part, and Word gives you 

endless options for working with inconsistent column widths and row heights. Often, rows 

need to be split into multiple portions, or alternatively, several rows or columns may be 

merged together. A Word table offers maximum flexibility for form layout, and even gives you 

easy options for inserting useful elements such as checkboxes. 

Inserting diagrams or images: Word tables allow many configurations of rows and columns, 

and you also have ample space to insert objects such as diagrams or images to correspond to 

the text. For example you can show instructions in one column, and a picture beside them in 

the same row. 

When to Use an Excel Worksheet 

Making Calculations: An Excel sheet offers more than just a display of words or numbers. It’s 

specially designed to locate numbers and perform calculations when you enter a formula. 
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Display a grid: Whether empty or filled with numbers, it’s easy to create a grid of horizontal 

and vertical lines in Excel. Just select the area and use the All Borders button. Then you can 

resize rows and columns later. 

Data manipulation: Let’s say you have a master list of sales people, their territories, and 

summaries of their sales per quarter. In Excel, you have a variety of options for how to display 

the headings and numbers according to your particular focus.  

For example, you can turn on a feature in the column headings to easily sort or filter by items 

in the column. You can even create numerical subtotals by section, and hide or display certain 

sections for custom printing. For more advanced users, you can generate charts from your 

data, or do advanced data manipulation with pivot tables. 

These guidelines give you some ideas for when to use Excel or Word, because it all comes 

down to the type of information you want to display. If it contains mostly words and phrases, 

Word is typically the best option. For working with mostly numbers and making calculations, 

Excel is the best tool for the task. 

Q. Explain about Auto-text and autocorrect. 

Ans:- Auto-text is a portion of a text pre-existing in the computer memory, available as a 

supplement to newly composed documents, and suggested to the document author by 

software. A block of Auto-text can contain a few letters, words, sentences or paragraphs. 

Auto-text can be executed by pressing F3 button. 

Simply autocorrect, is an automatic data validation function commonly found in word 

processors and text editing interfaces for smartphones and tablet computers. Its principal 

purpose is as part of the spell checker to correct common spelling or typing errors, saving 

time for the user. It is also used to automatically format text or insert special characters by 

recognizing particular character usage, saving the user from having to use more tedious 

functions. 

Q. Short Notes on :- Find and Replace command. Explain MS Word as 

multilingual word processor. 

Ans:-  Find and Replace command is used to Find some words and replace it with some 

another words. 

Go to Home > Replace or press Ctrl+H. The dialog box appear as:- 

 

Replace:- Enter the word or phrase you want to locate in the Find box. 

Enter your new text in the Replace box. 
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Select Find Next until you come to the word you want to update. 

Choose Replace. To update all instances at once, choose Replace All. 

To specify only upper or lowercase in your search, select More > Match case. 

Multilingual Word Processor:-  

Multilingual word processing is possible in all standard PC clusters. You can type accented 

characters for many Western European (and other) languages in any Windows program by 

holding down the ALT key and typing a four-digit character code. If you are using Microsoft 

Word, you can also type accented characters using a special set of keyboard shortcuts which 

are quite easy to remember.  

Many word processors claim to support various languages, but typically this means simple 

Unicode font support. True multilingual word processors do exist, however. 

As a native English speaker, it’s easy to forget that most of the world does not, in fact, speak 

or work in English. 

Part of this is a typical sort of blindness that people living in a dominant culture tend to have, 

and part of it is the technology I use: Much of the software I engage with every day is created 

and produced by companies and individuals in English-speaking countries, and the Internet 

itself has a distinct English favouritism you can’t escape. As a result it’s easy for me to imagine 

that everyone around the world is perfectly content to get their Word Processing software 

designed for the English Language, when the fact is almost everyone everywhere would prefer 

to have localised versions of their software. Localisation of technology is the next Big Thing, I 

think, and just as important as localisation of high quality translation projects. 

Q. Define Word Processor. Explain different features of a word processor. Also 

give examples of word processors. 

Ans:- Sometimes abbreviated as WP, a word processor is a software program capable of 

creating, storing, and printing typed documents. Today, the word processor is one of the most 

frequently used software programs on a computer, with Microsoft Word being the most 

popular word processor. 

Word processors can be used to create multiple types of files, including text files (.txt), rich 

text files (.rtf), HTML files (.htm & .html), and Word files (.doc & .docx). Some word processors 

can also be used to create XML files (.xml). 

Overview of Word 

In a word processor, you are presented with a blank white sheet as shown below. The text is 

added to the document area and after it has been inserted formatted or adjusted to your 

preference. Below is an example of a blank Microsoft Word window with areas of the window 

highlighted. 
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Features of a word processor 

Unlike a basic plaintext editor, a word processor offers dozens of additional features that can 

give your document or other text a more professional appearance. Below is a listing of some 

of the most popular features of a word processor. 

Text formatting - Changing the font, font size, font color, bold, italicizing, underline, etc. 

Copying, cutting, and pasting - Once text has been entered into a documented it can be 

copied or cut and pasted anywhere in the current document or another document. 

Multimedia - Insert clip art, charts, images, pictures, and video into a document. 

Spelling and Grammar - Checks for spelling and grammar errors in a document. 

Adjust the layout - Capable of modifying the margins, size, and layout of a document. 

Find - Word processors give you the ability to quickly find any word or text in any size of the 

document. 

Search and Replace - You can use the Search and Replace feature to replace any text 

throughout a document. 

Indentation and lists - Set and format tabs, bullet lists, and number lists. 
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Insert tables - Add tables to a document. 

Word wrap - Word processors can detect the edges of a page or container and automatically 

wrap the text using word wrap. 

Header and footer - Being able to adjust and change text in the header and footer of a 

document. 

Thesaurus - Look up alternatives to a word without leaving the program. 

Multiple windows - While working on a document, you can have additional windows with 

other documents for comparison or move text between documents. 

AutoCorrect - Automatically correct common errors (e.g., typing "teh" and having it 

autocorrected to "the"). 

Mailers and labels - Create mailers or print labels. 

Import data - Import and format data from CSV, database, or another source. 

Headers and footers - The headers and footers of a document can be customized to contain 

page numbers, dates, footnotes, or any text of all pages of the document or specific pages. 

Merge - Word processors allow data from other documents and files to be automatically 

merged into a new document. For example, you can mail merge names into a letter. 

Macros - Setup macros to perform common tasks. 

Collaboration - More modern word processors can help multiple people work on the same 

document at the same time. 

Examples and top uses of a word processor 

When it comes to computer programs, a word processor is one of the most used programs 

on a computer because of its versatility in creating a document. Below is a list of the top 

examples of how you could use a word processor. 

Book - Write a book. 

Document - Any text document that requires formatting. 

Help documentation - Support documentation for a product or service. 

Journal - Keep a digital version of your daily, weekly, or monthly journal. 

Letter - Write a letter to one or more people. Mail merge could also be used to automatically 

fill in the name, address, and other fields of the letter. 

Marketing plan - An overview of a plan to help market a new product or service. 

Memo - Create a memo for employees. 

Report - A status report or book report. 

Resume - Create or maintain your resume. 
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Examples of word processor programs 

Although Microsoft Word is the most popular word processor available, other options are 

available. Below is a listing of different word processors in alphabetical order. 

Abiword. 

Apple iWork - Pages. 

Apple TextEdit - Apple macOS included word processor. 

Corel WordPerfect. 

Google Docs (online and free). 

LibreOffice -> Writer (free). 

Microsoft Office -> Microsoft Word. 

OpenOffice -> Writer (free). 


